
BURN – Beginner/Advanced  

BEGINNER PROGRAM: 

Frequency – 3 TO 4 TBM Workouts a week to experience inch-loss. These can include classes and videos. 
To maximize your results you can also add 2 to 3 sessions of cardio – 20 to 25 minutes. A healthy diet is 
also important.  

Intensity – 12 to 15 reps of each move, unless indicated. Please use a weight that challenges you by the 
final few repetitions. (Heavy weight for larger muscle groups, lighter weights for smaller muscle groups. 
For example you will be able to lift more with your lower body than with your triceps) Please do 20 to 25 
reps of lower body, unless indicated. 

Type – Circuit Training: Please move quickly from one move to the next, with a 30 second to one minute 
rest between circuits. Perform one to two sets. 

Time – 20 to 30 minutes. Please remember to warm up for five to 10 minutes before you start and end with 
a cool down and stretch. See videos on website for more details. 

ADVANCED PROGRAM: 

Frequency – 3 TO 4 TBM Workouts a week. These can include classes and videos. Please also add 2 to 3 
sessions of cardio – 20 to 25 minutes, one session of interval training (:30 to 1:00 hard, :30 moderate, 
repeat for 20 minutes).  

Intensity – 12 to 15 reps of each move, unless indicated. Twenty to 25 reps for lower body. Please use a 
weight that challenges you by the final few repetitions. (Heavy weight for larger muscle groups, lighter 
weights for smaller muscle groups. For example you will be able to lift more with your lower body than 
with your triceps) Stuck at a plateau? Increase your resistance and workout frequency ... make sure 
you sweat! Also, pay close attention to your food ... it is 80% of the equation. 

Type – Circuit Training: Two to three sets. 

Time – 30 to 45 minutes. Please remember to warm up for five to 10 minutes before you start and end with 
a cool down and stretch. See videos on website for more details. 

Circuit #1:  
1. Lunge and Pull downs 

  
2. Squats with Bands 

 



 
 

3. Lunge with Pull downs (see photos above) 
4. Squats with Bands (see photos above) 
5. Penguins  

 

  
 
 
CARDIO BLOCK: Perform 3:00 of cardio. You can choose two of the following moves; do :45 a move. 
(Football run/ basket ball jump /speed skaters / ab jacks / mountain climbers) 

Circuit #2: Arms and Hamstrings 
1. Deadlift / Biceps Curl 

  

 
2. Inchworm pushups or plank hold (advanced option: do a pushup from your toes) 



  

  

 
3. Deadlift / Biceps Curl (see above photos) 
4. Inchworm pushups or plank hold (see above photos) 
5. Triceps Kickbacks (light weights) 

  
CARDIO BLOCK: Perform 3:00 of cardio. You can choose two of the following moves; do :45 a move. 
(Football run/ basket ball jump /speed skaters / ab jacks / mountain climbers) 

Shoulders 
1. Circle Plie Squats (circle all the way around while maintaining a strong core) 



   
2. Shoulder Trio 

 

  

  
3. Circle Squats (see above photos) 
4. Shoulder Trio (see above photos) 
5. Arnold Presses 



  

  
CARDIO BLOCK: Perform 3:00 of cardio. You can choose two of the following moves; do :45 a move. 
(Football run/ basket ball jump /speed skaters / ab jacks / mountain climbers) 

Circuit #4: Abs and Glutes 
Glutes: 

1. Glute Extension 

 
2. Marching Bridge (hips stay up, lift knees into air) 

  
Abs: 

1. Butterfly Crunch (arms overhead, toes together and knees out to the side, crunch upper and lower 
up and touch toes) 



  
2. Windshield Wipers 

  
3. Tummy Vacuums (Draw belly button into spine. Suck in like you are putting on a tight pair of 

pants but avoid using your glutes. Hold for :30 seconds. Do three sets.) 
 

 


